Many people have confused these terms. The enemy has used "Hospitality" and all these values that are inherent in the West, such as working, and giving people ability to work, and live a better life, and confused this with a full throttle invasion plan to extinct the native races.

This is why we have Tourism. Different races, different civilizations, different people, go to see and enjoy one another's creations in a manageable way so humanity can enjoy the creations we have made. Then there are reasons why we have work migration, so people can work in a decent and controlled environment so they can gain while they serve a country. You give labor force, you get something in exchange.

Then, you have minorities. Minorities exist in all European states including also National Socialist Germany. There did exist an Asian minority there and Buddhists and so forth. Minorities are to be respected and they can coexist with a large group of people who have the rights to their nation and help on the side, if they agree with said values. This 'agreement with values' was used by the jews as a stepping stone to start said invasions, and it's an argument of last century, where people couldn't travel in such large masses, and therefore, things were under control.

But now the situation is different, so "Agreement with our values" is a vanity argument. This may not be the 'perfect' way to manage things, but it is also necessary given the developments of civilizations. At least that's the 'scholarly' argument of these 'values'. Contrary to popular knowledge, Hitler's Germany was also a place of tourist attraction.

The Nazis had impeccable Tourism policy because they truly wanted the world to see what a country without the enemy can achieve. You can go from a shit crap country in a world superpower in a few years. They also did this to show people that the authoritarian state is nothing you need to be 'afraid' of contrary to what the jews say. Many people, and ironically, the same people that are in Europe today, have more respect than Hitler than the native populations can have in some cases. Arabs love Hitler. Because he knew of their pains and woes, and because he tried to prevent all of this from happening. This is where values
TRULY matter.

Now it's all in words, such as using 'values' as excuses to justify invasions. And not even these values exist as invaders do not share any with the native populations being invaded, not even these imaginary or typical xian BS values.

Let me tell you also that the enemy is filling Europe with Arabs. If this plan goes 'well', then the jews of Europe will be the first ones to go extinct. They will not stand a chance of survival. Arabs, unlike native Europeans, will show no restrain in incapacitating the heads of the jews if push comes to shove. For this reason, many jews are deserting Europe en masse. So as a byproduct the jews are creating their own "hell" in Europe. An angry White mob that will hate them for being invaded, and an Arab mob that will also hate them because of all the things they do to Arabs since time immemorial.

None of the above has to do with what is going on in Europe and has went for a long time now. Now, the above has been ruined. You go to Paris and London and you see less White people than all the other races of the planet. Aka the people that built these countries are no in places no longer present. As to where they are, they live out of these capitals.

So what happens is you have a gradual replacement of populations and invasion going, ransacking populations and stealing their governments by 'voting'. Increasing numbers of minorities are predetermined and helped so they can become 'ruling' from minorities. And just steal the lands through invasion and elections. Which the jews increased due to the migrant crisis by the tens and twenties of millions, who knows, possibly more.

And if 5% of these people moving would be Syrian families or women and children, there would be zero problems, they are great to be there, fine, until things stabilize in Syria. But 95% of people are not even Syrian, let alone families and children. So what happened from this migration... Is an invasion to create the Kalergi plan in effect.

They just brought there millions and millions of lonely dicks, many with ISIS beliefs, a desire for free grubs, and many with a criminal past. To rape, look, murder and gradually organize to take over the native populations by intermarriage and by making minorities majorities in the countries that belong to other people. All the time Mosques filled with AK-47's and grenades are unmasked, and why do you think these are there? For decor? Or are these water guns?
Every living parasite decided to exploit this fact to go to another "advanced" with Jewish eulogies. They are just people who decided to jump into another country to freeload, steal pensions, and even assume leadership and dominate others through birthrates and steal the countries. The numbers the Jews give out on ISIS militants are very low, all police whistleblowers show this. There is a red alert going in many European countries, but the media keeps it silent. Just look at what Erdogan called the Muslims to do in Europe, to repopulate the native populations, and you see this is Ottoman Empire vs Europe 2.0 that is being boiled.

If people think that due to sentimental arguments such as 'muh feels' a country belongs to you, then anyone else's 'muh feels' arguments are valid.

Now as for people here, you know the Truth. You would be welcome in any country because you're a decent person, follow the laws, respect the culture, and come as part of a measured situation. You could live an honorable life there without impediment and get what you can get, and give what you can give. For spiritual research, or personal development.

But tens and tens of millions would not like the above, they are animals. So they decided to carry an invasion and exploit a bright opportunity that was meant to exist for those massacred in Syria by Israeli Proxy Warfare. In plain slang, if you have boats of random people coming into your country and demand to live and get paid for it, this is called a military invasion; these people simply don't have guns and that's the whole trick.

And for this reason the booting has to happen, and it will happen by force, as hatred and unlivable conditions are generating. If people believe that races need to go extinct, you are no better than a Jew who causes the Palestinians to gradually go extinct by decades. And you do the same thing. So if you are treated like a Jew, it's because you're Jewing.

If you don't act like the above there is nothing to worry about. But those who do, get ready because in the future, as the situation goes there is bound to be fire and bloodshed. The symptoms of such have manifested in countless no go zones. As the elements who make these things spread like leprosy, the only thing that will be possible is to fight the situation with blood. The enemy covers this until it's too late from the public.

This is all done for Jewish messianic prophecy which says "Israel will be used as
a broom to wipe off the children of Amalek and of Esav (the West)". So you can thank the jews for this.

Lastly, the irony of it all. Arabs are better right now when it comes to antisemitism, and more jew aware, because of what the jews have done to them. They are more aware than native Europeans are. Native Europeans seem to not really grasp yet the full effect of what it means that 70 years ago the enemy almost had all of us extinct and under a USSR regime from Stalin’s applied Judaism.

So we have nothing really to divide with Arabs as they have their lands and we have ours, but with jews, everyone has a problem. But socially speaking if we distance ourselves from these matters, as we ALWAYS should, one can see where this is gonna go. We will do our part so things go peacefully and change for the best, but sometimes deep infections only create more and more violence.
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